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Evaporation of water droplets on a structured surface is studied experimentally. 
With an increase in the wall temperature Tw  from 28-70 °С the exponent n increas-
es from 1-1.37 in the evaporation law (j = dm/dt ~ R0

n, where m is the droplet mass 
and R0 is the droplet radius). Usually, researchers simulating droplet evaporation 
consider a linear relationship between the evaporation rate, j, and the droplet ra-
dius, R0 (n = 1). This paper shows an increase of the exponent, n, with a growth of 
the wall temperature, Tw. The diffusion vapor layer on the droplet interface and the 
boundary air layer on the surface of the heated cylinder with a diameter exceed-
ing the droplet’s one are formed. A neglect of free convection more than five times 
underestimates calculation results compared with experimental data. At droplet 
evaporation it is necessary to take into account convection in a vapor-gas medium 
and wall roughness. 
Key words: natural convection, structured surface, droplet evaporation

Introduction 

Droplet evaporation is important in such fields as inkjet printing [1], microelectronics 
[2], DNA macromolecules [3], ice production [4], and microlense fabrication [5]. The studies 
of droplet evaporation on structured surfaces for different droplet diameters are interesting for 
a wide range of technical applications. An increase in the droplet diameter leads to a signifi-
cant change in wall cooling, and this, in turn, results in a shift in boiling regime [6]. Low heat 
transfer between porous carbon nanotubes and water droplets has been observed in [7]. The 
case of large droplets differs from both liquid droplets and a thin liquid layer. For this case, the 
evaporation rate is proportionate to the square of droplet radius. It is assumed that a change 
in the evaporation law is caused by a change in natural convection, which is characterized by 
Grashof and Prandtl numbers [8]. A sessile droplet drying at free convection is accelerated. If 
the heater radius many times exceeds the droplet radius, the natural convection above the drop-
let increases the evaporation rate by more than 20-30%, even for moderate wall temperature 
of about 60-70 °C [9]. Evaporation of sessile droplets is considered in [10-21]. Small droplets 
falling on the heated wall interact and merge with each other, while large droplets interact and 
form a thin liquid film. Evaporation of droplets falling on the wall is considered in [22-27]. 
Nucleate boiling in droplet solutions differs from single-component liquids and depends on 
the concentration of components [28]. Currently, an increased attention is paid to the creation 
of structured surfaces with high hydrophobic and hydrophilic properties and to the studies of 
wettability [29]. The superhydrophobic surfaces may be effectively used for various purposes: 
self-cleaning, increasing condensation intensity and heat transfer, preventing icing, and reduc-
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ing wall friction. It is shown that the onset of the pinning regime (the contact droplet line is 
attached, R = constant) is delayed due to changes in the wall surface topography. Usually, the 
simulation of droplet evaporation is focused on the linear relationship between the mass flux 
of vapor and the droplet radius. The evaporation of small water droplets (1 mm diameter) on a 
solid wall at wall and air temperature of 22 °C, when the Marangoni flow and the convection 
in liquid and gaseous phases may be neglected, has been studied in detail. The growth of the 
droplet diameter of easily volatile liquids leads to significant intensification of evaporation due 
to steam convection [30]. Gas-droplet flows are widely used for fire extinction and in solving 
environmental problems [31-33]. The measurement technique of the thermal imager is present-
ed in [34]. The rate of evaporation is affected both by convection and by external turbulence 
[35, 36]. The flow of vapor and fine droplets is formed when burning CH4 hydrate, which leads 
to a decrease in the combustion temperature of the fuel [37].

In this paper, we consider separate influence of diffusion, Stefan flow and free con-
vection on evaporation. The evaporation of large and small droplets differs fundamentally by 
the effect of different physical mechanisms. To date, there is no rigorous theoretical model that 
simultaneously takes into account several key factors, affecting droplet evaporation. The qual-
itative analysis carried out in this work allows classifying these factors by their importance.

Experimental data and analysis 

Experimental measurements were carried out on the horizontal structured wall at air 
temperature of 21 °С and air pressure of 1 bar. The initial temperature of water was 21 °С. 
Wall roughness was measured with the help of the optical profilometer New View 8000 Series 
(measurement uncertainty of ±15 nm). The droplet was located on the wall of the titanium alloy 
cylinder with the diameter of 90 mm, figs. 1(a) and 1(d). 
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Figure 1. (a) Water droplet evaporation on the heated horizontal cylindrical wall, (b) structured surface 
(ls = 0.2 mm,  hs = 20 μm), (c) thermal images of a water droplet, (d) the experimental set-up:  
1 – titanium working section, 2 – scales, 3 – droplet, 4 – heater, 5 – thermal imager, 6 – thermocouples

The measuring thermocouples were located near the wall surface. The DAQ2, PID, 
heater, fig. 1(d), served to control the wall surface temperature Tw (Tw ≈ constant). The droplet 
free surface temperature, Ts, fig. 1(d), was determined by thermal imager (NEC-San Instruments, 
640 × 512 pixels, resolution of 10 μm). The measurement error of the used infrared camera was 
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within 1°С. The droplets were formed by a micro-dispenser with the maximal relative volume er-
ror below 1%. External air humidity was 30%. Degassed bidistillate was used in all experiments. 
The volume and mass of a droplet were determined by the weight methods. The heated metallic 
cylinder with a droplet were placed on the high-precision scales, fig. 1(d). The decrease in the 
mass of a droplet due to evaporation was registered by scales and processed by software. The 
value of a droplet evaporation rate j was determined from  j = ∆m/∆t, where m is a droplet mass, t 
is time. The droplet static contact angle on the structured wall was 68-72°. The surface profile of 
the structured heated wall is shown in fig. 1(b). The structured surface has the wave profile: height 
hs = 20 μm and profile period ls = 0.2 mm. The structured wall was made by mechanical treatment 
of its surface. Thermal images of a water droplet are shown in fig. 2(c). A noticeable convective 
water motion is observed at short times (t = 5 s) when the liquid is heated. 

Most of experimental works were carried out on a heater, whose length slightly ex-
ceeded the droplet diameter. In addition, the small droplets were investigated at a low heating 
level. These experimental conditions allowed neglecting the effect of free convection in the 
vapor-gas medium, and the diffusion transfer was the determining factor of evaporation. If the 
droplet size changes over a wide range, and the heater size is much larger than the droplet di-
ameter, the droplet evaporation depends on several key factors. 

There are free convective flows above the droplet surface figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The maxi-
mum value of the Rayleigh number for air (thermo-gravitational air-flow over the heater, fig. 2(c), 
with a characteristic velocity, Va) is Raa = 5·105, and the maximum value of the Rayleigh number (for 
free convective vapor flow over a droplet, fig. 3(c), with a characteristic velocity, Vv) is Rav = 3·105. 
Raa = gβ∆TaR0

3/(n a), Rav = gβ∆TvR0
3/(n a), where g is the gravitational constant, β – the thermal ex-

pansion, n – gas viscosity, α – the thermal diffusivity, ∆Ta = 7-49° is the difference of temperature be-
tween the substrate (without a droplet) and the ambient air, the heater radius is 45 mm, ∆Tv = 6-39° 
is the difference of temperature between a droplet free surface and the ambient air, the droplet radius 
is R0 = 0.2-40 mm. The critical 
Racr, at which the gas loses its 
stability, and the motion starts, 
is about 1000-2000 [38, 39]. 
Thus, Rayleigh number in these 
experiments significantly exceed 
the critical values that proves the 
intensive free convection. 

Two cases of evaporation are schematically shown in fig. 2: for small (a) and large 
(b) droplets. Here, δcv is the convective vapor layer above the droplet surface, and δcg – the 
convective layer of gas (air) above the heated wall surface. If the heater radius and the droplet 
diameter are equal, δcg = 0 (there is no air convection above the heater). For a small droplet, 
δcv ≈ 0 (the vapor-gas convection above the droplet interface may be neglected). Moreover, 
dividing the free convection into two types is conditional and allows considering the extreme 
cases of evaporation for very small and large droplets. For fig. 2(a), δcg/δcv >>1, and for fig. 2(b), 
δcg/δcv ≈ 1. Different ratios of thicknesses, δ, lead to different profiles of steam concentration, 
C, above the droplet surface. In the presence of free convection, the rate of V0 at the border 
of the near-wall boundary-layer is unknown, dependent on the longitudinal coordinate x and 
ΔT (ΔTw = Tw – T0, ΔTs = Ts – T0, where Tw is the wall temperature, Ts – the interface tempera-
ture, T0 – the temperature at the external border of the boundary-layer, δ), V0 ~ [gR0(∆ρ/ρ)]1/2, 
∆ρ/ρ  = f(ΔT), where R0 is a characteristic size, g – the gravitational constant, and ∆ρ – a change 
in the gas density due to the temperature change. With an increase in temperature, Tw, the dif-
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Figure 2. (a), (b) convective boundary-layers, (c) free gas 
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ference ∆Т = Tw – T0 increases, leading to a growth in the flow velocity. As a result, the steeper 
velocity profile leads to an increase in convective vapor transfer. At that, the profile of vapor 
concentration on the droplet surface will have a higher gradient. For air, the numbers of Prandtl, 
Lewis, and Schmidt are close to 1, and the following similarity and equality should be satisfied 
St = Std = Cf /2. Here, the Stanton number is St = qw /(ρ0V0Cp∆T), the diffusion number of Stanton is  
Std = j /(ρ0V0∆C), j – the evaporation rate, ρ0, V0 – are density and velocity of gas at a boundary 
of the gas boundary-layer, respectively, Cf  – the friction coefficient, and qw – the heat flux on 
the wall, qw1 = α1(Tw1 –T0) for gas and qw2 = α2(Tw2 –T0)  for vapor-air. Here α1 is the heat transfer 
coefficient for gas over a wall without a droplet, α2 – the heat transfer coefficient for vapor-gas, 
Tw2 – the temperature under a droplet, j – the vapor flow on the droplet surface, j = β(Cs – C0), 
β – the mass transfer coefficient, Cs  – the equilibrium relative steam concentration on the free 
surface of a droplet, and C0 – the steam concentration at the border of the near-wall bound-
ary-layer. For the sessile droplet there is relation between evaporation and droplet contact angle  
j = dm/dt = –πR0D∆ρf(θ), where D is the diffusion coefficient for air-vapor and θ – the contact 
angle. To simplify the analysis, we can consider the case with high wettability and low contact 
angle, when angle function is constant f(θ) = 4/π. At similarity, there is expression (1):

 β ~ α ~ aRal
n + f(Ma) + 4rD(ρv+ ρa)ln(1+BM) + a2Rav

n2 + a1Raa
n1            (1)

where BM is the Spalding mass number, BM = (ρvs – ρv0)/ρa, ρa – the density of gas mixture, Raa – 
the Rayleigh number for free-convection motion of air on the heated wall with characteristic 
radius, Rav – the Rayleigh number with characteristic radius R0 (droplet radius) for free air-va-
por convection on the droplet interface, Ral – the Rayleigh number for liquid convection in a 
droplet, and Ma – the Marangoni number for a droplet. First four terms in expression are inter-
dependent. Thus, a change in convection of liquid will affect vapor diffusion and vice versa, a 
change in convection of gas will affect convection in liquid. Most often, only the third term (va-
por diffusion and Stefan flow) is considered in simulation. In recent years, researchers consider 
the combined effect of the third and fourth terms on the rate of droplet evaporation. However, 
disregard of other key factors in expression (1) is possible only in special cases, namely, if the 
following conditions are fulfilled: the evaporation rate is low, heater radius is close to droplet 
radius, heater temperature is close to ambient temperature, channel height is low, droplets are 
small, etc. Depending on these conditions, some factors may be neglected. At the same time, 
the choice of key factors is the subject of research for every particular problem. A purely dif-
fusional model may be true only in a very limited number of cases. Let us try to estimate the 
predominant factors at evaporation. For droplet radius R0  0.5 mm, the heat and mass transfer 
in the droplet is determined by conductive heat transfer and ratio of characteristic velocities  
UM/Ua ≈ 0.15 (for ∆T = Tw – Ts = 15 °C), where UM is the average circulation rate in the drop-
let due to Marangoni forces, and Ua is the characteristic rate of conductive heat transfer [35]. 
If ratio UM/Ua is much less than unity, convection may be neglected. Moreover, under these 
conditions, we can neglect thermo-gravitational convection Ma/Ra 200. For R0 ≈ 1 mm and 
∆T = 30 °C, thermal diffusivity and Marangoni number make an equivalent contribution to heat 
transfer in a droplet. With an increase in R0 and ∆T, the convection will play the determining 
role for heat and mass transfer in a liquid [35]. 

The average rate of droplet evaporation in a wide range of initial radii of droplet base 
R0 and at wall temperature Tw = 28 °C, 52 °C, and 70 °C is shown in fig. 3. The Tw corresponds 
to the wall temperature under the droplet. In all cases, most evaporation time corresponds 
to the pinning regime (R0 = constant). The evaporation rate for a small droplet (R0 < 1 mm) 
depends linearly on the initial droplet radius (j = dm/dt ~ R0

1). For the droplet size R0 of  
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0.7-2 mm, the experimental points start deviat-
ing from the linear relationship. With increasing 
wall temperature from 28-70 °C, n increases from 
1.23-1.37. Experimental data for varying expo-
nent n vs. wall temperature under the droplet are 
shown in fig. 4(a). Each point is obtained as an 
average value for three repeating experiments. 
The error interval is indicated in the diagram. 
According to the figure, the maximal deriva-
tive dn/dTw corresponds to the wall temperature, 
when it is the closest to ambient air tempera-
ture Tw = 23 °C. When approaching Tw = 70 °C,  
the derivative reaches an extremum. This behav-
ior of the exponent n is caused by the competition of two factors: vapor diffusion and convec-
tion in gas. Both factors are non-linearly related to an increase in temperature. Vapor diffusion 
is determined by parameters, D, (diffusion coefficient) and Δρ, D ~ T1/5, and ρs is connected 
with temperature Ts in the form of power dependence. Convective velocity, V0, is proportional 
to (∆ρs)1/2. Obviously, with increasing temperature, the role of diffusion component (diffusion 
transfer of vapor) will increase. As a result, the exponent n with increasing Tw will increase, 
reach an extremum and then decrease. With a decrease in Tw, an error of n increases, so it is 
difficult to determine n experimentally, as we approach Tw = 23 °C. However, if we extend the 
experimental curve towards the smaller values of Tw, n will approach 1. It is found that when 
the droplet evaporates on an unheated wall, the free convection of vapor occurs at R0 > 20 mm, 
and n increases discontinuously (n = 2) [8]. 
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Figure 4. (a) Exponent n in the law of droplet evaporation vs. wall temperature Tw (for R0 > 3 mm),  
(b) effect of different factors on evaporation rate (Tw = 70 °С): 1 – experimental data, curves 2-5 are 
obtained by relationships 2-5, and curve 6 is obtained regardless of Marangoni number 

The calculated curves for evaporation rate, j, are shown in fig. 4(b). The structured 
roughness causes an increase in R0, therefore, the droplet height, h, decreases. A decrease in h 
leads to an increase in Ts and ρs. The structured wall raises circulation in liquid, which increases 
the temperature and equilibrium vapor density ρs = f(Ts). For small droplets (R0 < 1 mm), the 
effect of natural convection in a liquid (Ral) is negligibly low. In this case, we can neglect Ma-
rangoni and Rayleigh numbers in eq. (1). 

Figure 3. Rate of droplet evaporation  
(j = dm/dt) depending on the initial radius of 
droplet base R0: 1-3 – experimental data; 
 for 1 – Tw = 28 °C, 2 – Tw = 52 °C,  3 – Tw = 70 °C
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Curves 2 correspond to eq. (2) taking into account steam diffusion only:
 j1= 4R0DΔρ (2)

For large radii (R0 > 2 mm), Marangoni and Rayleigh numbers play a decisive role in 
heat and mass transfer in the droplet, and this leads to a decrease in ΔT and an increase in Ts. 
Since, in calculations the values of Ts are taken from the experiment (thermal imaging measure-
ments), the interface temperature is to consider all key factors, and calculations may be made by 
eq. (2). Curve 3 correspond to eq. (3) (takes into account diffusion and Stefan flow):

 j2= 4R0D(ρv + ρa)ln(1 + BM) (3)

For qualitative analysis it is convenient to consider the limiting cases for a large drop-
let, when its radius is approximately equal to the heater radius, and for a small droplet (R0 < 1 
mm). For the case of a large droplet (R0 = d, where d is the heater diameter, fig. 1), only the 
vapor-diffusion layer δcv, fig. 2(b), will develop above the droplet surface. In this case, the dif-
fusion will be determined by Rav. For the case of a small droplet δcv/δcg << 1, fig. 2(a), only the 
convection over the heater (Raa) assumingly plays a decisive role. As it can be seen from fig. 
4(b), Curve 4 (j ~ R0

1) corresponds to experimental points (1) for small droplets. Curve 4 (j4) (for 
small droplets) is obtained as a sum of evaporation fluxes due to diffusion, Stefan flow and free 
convection of air (j3) over the heated wall: 

    
0.333

3 10
4 2 3 2 1 1 3 1 0 1 02 2

gg(Ra ) , ( ) ( )c
a

TRTj j j j a n j a R a R
ββ

ν ν
 ∆∆ = + = + = =   

   
  (4)

Thus, the exponent for the Rayleigh number is not equal to 0.25. The mass transfer 
will be more dependent on physical properties of gas and ΔT than the heat transfer. A significant 
violation of analogies between heat transfer, mass transfer and friction for the case of porous 
injection through a permeable wall has been shown experimentally and theoretically. In the 
case of porous injection, the flow of gas j through the wall does not depend on heat and mass 
transfer. When the droplet evaporates, the flow is associated both with gas convection and heat 
transfer in liquid as well as with thermal conductivity of solid wall and this greatly complicates 
simulation and analysis.

According to expression (1), the vapor flux in the case of large droplets takes the form 
of expression (5): 
 j7 = j5 + j6,  j5 = aRal

n + f(Ma) + 4rD(ρv+ ρa)ln(1+BM),  j6 = a2Rav
n2 (5)

For large droplets with R0 ≈ 20 mm, fig. 4(b), the experimental data are almost 10 
times higher than the calculation by Curve 3. Due to the predominant role of gas convection in 
eq. (5), the vapor flux can be presented in the approximate form expression (6):

 ( ) ( ) ( )
0.4573

1.3703
7  2 02 2 06 2
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d

d T RTj j
v

a R a R
ββ

ν

 
≈ 

∆∆ = = 



  

 (6)

High value of n2 ≈ 0.46 indicates a significant increase in the role of gas convection 
for large droplets relative to small ones and a higher dependence of mass transfer on ∆T.  Curve 
6 in fig. 4(b) is plotted regardless of Marangoni forces. In this case, ∆T increases, and Ts de-
creases from 60-45°С. As a result, steam flow j halves. 

It is important to note that exponents n1 and n2 in eq. (1) are determined by the com-
peting influence of three key factors: gas-liquid interaction (convection in gas), convection and 
thermal conductivity in liquid, and interaction between liquid and solid body (a wall thermal 
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inertia). The thermal inertia of the wall is important for non-stationary heat transfer and leads to 
a decrease in the wall temperature under the droplet. Only some time after a cold drop is put on 
a hot wall, the wall temperature under the droplet reaches the quasi-stationary thermal regime. 
The time of thermal relaxation depends on thermal conductivity of the wall and the droplet size.

Therefore, at Tw = 70 °C, neglecting convection in liquid leads to a 70-80% underesti-
mation of the evaporation rate, a neglect of thermal inertia of the wall results in a 30% reduction 
in j, and neglecting free convection in gas for large droplets leads to a multiple underestimation 
of evaporation rate.

Conclusion

With an increase in the wall temperature from 31-72 °С and with an increase in the 
initial droplet diameter, the exponent n in the evaporation law increases from 1-1.37. Under 
the transitional regime, the exponent n = 1.6 and reaches its maximum. Usually, a linear rela-
tionship of the mass-flow of steam and droplet radius is considered in the simulation of droplet 
evaporation. The exponent n increases with an increase in Tw and R0. There are two boundary 
layers in a free-convective flow: the diffusion steam layer on the droplet surface δcv and the 
boundary-layer of air on the surface of the heated cylinder δcg with a diameter exceeding that 
of a droplet. A neglect of free convection more than 10 times underestimates simulation results 
compared with experimental data. Since convection has a predominant influence in the steam-
gas medium, but not in a liquid droplet, the role of roughness and morphology of the wall struc-
ture is a less significant factor. Thus, to simulate the evaporation process it is important to take 
into account the dynamic and thermal prehistory of the convective air-flow. If we place the key 
criteria according to their degree of influence on the rate of droplet evaporation, their sequence 
will be as follows.

 y Convection in a steam-gas medium; 
 y The effect of wall roughness, wettability, and convection in a liquid on changes in the tem-

perature of the droplet interface Ts;  
 y Thermal inertia of a metal wall with high thermal diffusivity. 

However, for a wall with low thermal diffusivity, the role of 3rd factor increases sharply.
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